MEASURE FOR MEASURE
Notes from the Director and the Dramaturg

The Vienna that Shakespeare imagined in Measure for Measure is a place of many contradictions – Elizabethan characters with Italian names in an exotic locale both holy and decadent, where houses of worship share the sidewalk with houses of prostitution. Into this strange setting descends the disguised ruler (a Duke whose lax policies have brought the city to its current pass) who embarks on a journey to discover the true affairs of his domain.

In this production we have updated Vienna to the 20th century between the world wars - a time that hedonists called heaven and moralists called hell1 - a sensual time with champagne and Strauss still hanging in the air even as the Viennese mass began to drift down from the north. In this place and in this play, the heights and depths of the human soul struggle side by side; opposition’s partner, locked in a kind of Tango whose form and origin embrace all the gestures of desire, both sacred and profane.

The sound of this production is the bandoneon, an accordion-like instrument that first appeared in the churches of 19th century Germany and within a few years found its way into the bordellos of Europe and South America. The bandoneon, the scents of the coffee house, the rowdiness of the brothel, the serenity of the convent are all for this darkest of Shakespeare’s comedies - a sensual arena for the beleagured characters to pair up, take the floor and execute their clutches and turns. In this world, we can be amazed that beauty and corruption can remain so long in such close company. And in the end, perhaps we forgive the sins committed in dark corners and only remember the dance.

1Joseph Wechsberg, Vienna, My Vienna
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